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Minimal research exists in the way of successfully and appropriately incorporating the 
study of Hip-Hop culture into public education dance curriculum. Many of the available 
resources about this topic are not academic, standards based, or developed through research 
studies. The purpose of creating a Street Dance Toolkit was to analyze the ways in which access 
to an extended curriculum based on Hip-Hop culture can be used to expand a dance educator’s 
knowledge of Street Dance as a formal technique in a public school setting. The process of 
designing and analyzing the toolkit to establish a formalized street dance curriculum was the 
foundation of the study.  
 Hip-Hop is one of a select group of dance genres that becomes categorized as a 
world/urban/social dance and is often not given the same respect as Ballet or Modern dance. 
There is a misconception amongst some dance educators that Street Dance is vulgar and 
inappropriate to teach in public schools. This researcher utilized qualitative and quantitative data 
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Goal of Thesis 
In the public education sector of dance, street dance is rarely included in formalized 
instruction. In many university dance programs, students of any level are required to learn the 
foundations of Ballet and Modern dance. Most often, students of academic dance are required to 
take classes in dance history, choreography, and anatomy or injury prevention, and some may be 
encouraged or required to select one or two courses that are considered cultural, embodied, or 
elective dance. This structure can limit the exposure to other dance forms and create a sense of 
hierarchy within dance education. Street Dance contains a specialized kinesthetic structure that is 
beneficial to all artists as “Hip-Hop dance is nuanced, codified, and difficult, and deserves the 
kind of study, assessment, and critique that the European dance forms typically get” (Daniel 1).  
The culture of Hip-Hop innately offers inclusive and historical attributes that are 
beneficial for all dance students. Curricula that is comprehensive and sensitive to a wide variety 
of backgrounds and viewpoints should be considered imperative to dance education models 
considering that “The Hip-Hop nation is an international, multiracial, multiethnic, multilingual 
community made up of individuals with diverse class, gender, and sexual identities” (Morgan 
and Bennett 177). A toolkit that accurately and appropriately engages in Hip-Hop language and 
movement could help aid dance educators increase their knowledge of street dance and provide 
the resources necessary for successful and equitable implementation of the content. The goal of 
this research study was to generate a toolkit that includes research based, best practices of street 
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dance, including: terminology, historical context, and lesson plan samples that expands the 
educator’s embodied knowledge of street dance. This study aimed to provide a formalized 
resource that could benefit any teacher and in turn benefit students. In today's society, the 
exposure to Hip-Hop and street dance is often taking place through social media viral dances and 
commercial ads. Educators can utilize the Hip-Hop toolkit simultaneously with 21st Century 
skills to create an inclusive dance environment. Curriculum directors and specialists should 
consider that: 
For many youth, Hip-Hop reflects the social, economic, political, and cultural realities 
and conditions of their lives, speaking to them in a language and manner they understand. 
As a result of both its longevity and its cogent message for many youth worldwide, 
Hip-Hop cannot be dismissed as merely a passing fad or as a youth movement that will 
soon run its course. Instead, Hip-Hop must be taken seriously as a cultural, political, 
economic, and intellectual phenomenon deserving of scholarly study, similar to previous 
African American artistic and cultural movements such as the Blues, Jazz, the New 
Negro Renaissance, and the Civil Rights, Black Power, and Black Arts Movements. 
(Alridge and Stewart 190) 
As a result of the exposure to Hip-Hop Education, the students and educators will be able to not 
only embrace the creativity of the genre but the additional 21st Century skills that encompass the 
culture such as critical thinking, problem solving, communication, collaboration, and innovation 
(Fadel and Trilling 49). 
Purpose of Study 
Minimal research exists in the way of successfully and appropriately incorporating the 
study of Hip-Hop culture into public education dance curriculum. Many of the available 
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resources about this topic are not academic, standards based, or developed through research 
studies. The purpose of creating a Street Dance Toolkit was to analyze the ways in which access 
to an extended curriculum based on Hip-Hop culture can be used to expand a dance educator’s 
knowledge of Street Dance as a formal technique in a public school setting. The process of 
designing and analyzing the toolkit to establish a formalized street dance curriculum was the 
foundation of the study.  
The benefit of this research was that through the generation of a focused curriculum 
guide specific to the genre of Hip-Hop dance, material and resources could be accessible for 
K-12 dance educators. Another benefit to the creation of a content specific toolkit was that the 
educator participants incorporating it into their own lessons were able to enhance their pedagogy 
and normalize Hip-Hop as a formal, academic discipline of dance technique in the classroom. 
Incorporating a Street Dance Toolkit may help decrease the stigma that Street Dance is 
unbefitting for a formal dance setting. The essential questions that focused this research study 
were: 
Q1 By which methods can Hip-Hop culture become a part of the Public School K-12 
Arts Education practices?  
 
Q2 What are some outlines, requirements, and structures for creating an extended 
curriculum?  
 
Q3 Can a Street Dance Toolkit enhance the pedagogy of an educator when teaching 
within the genre of Hip-Hop? 
 
Significance of Study 
The genre of Hip-Hop dance is often observed as whitewashed by the media and diluted 
of its raw culture when presented in a multitude of educational settings. This is particularly 
notable when viewing Hip-Hop performances within pop culture and the commercial industry. 
Noticeable at various dance competitions, is the presence of choreographers choosing more 
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power moves and clean lines in place of the natural progression of street dance movement. 
Television shows such as ​So You Think You Can Dance​, ​Dancing With The Stars​, and ​Dance 
Moms ​have even helped cultivate the stylistic label of “Industry Hip-Hop.” This not only gives a 
limited exposure to the artistry of Street Dance, it also creates a narrow perspective of Hip-Hop 
culture.  
This narrow perspective continues to evolve into a miseducation of Hip-Hop. It is vital 
for a professional artist to have a well-rounded and authentic knowledge within their particular 
field or discipline. In order to become well-rounded, it is necessary to seek out knowledge and 
evolve within the desired craft. This devised Street Dance Toolkit includes age appropriate, 
natural, progressional movements and gives a broader perspective of the Hip-Hop culture to 
teachers that may need additional curricular support. Even though some movement choices 
found in the mainstream media may not be conducive to practice within the classrooms, students 
should still have the opportunity to embrace the multitude of other stylistic movements within 
the dance form of Hip-Hop. Hip-Hop dance and culture is an impactful part of society, yet it is 
not a normalized part of the educational environment.  
It is nearly impossible to travel the world without encountering instances of Hip-Hop 
music and culture. Hip-Hop is the distinctive graffiti lettering styles that have 
materialized on walls worldwide. It is the latest dance moves that young people perform 
on streets and dirt roads. It is the bass beats and styles of dress at dance clubs. It is local 
MCs on microphones with hands raised and moving to the beat as they "shout out to their 
crews." Hip-Hop is everywhere! (Morgan and Bennett 176) 
Hip-Hop is one of a select group of dance genres that becomes categorized as a 
world/urban/social dance and is often not given the same respect as Ballet or Modern dance. 
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There is a misconception amongst some dance educators that Street Dance is vulgar and 
inappropriate to teach in public schools. In the article, “Introduction: Hip-Hop in History: Past, 
Present, and Future​” ​Alridge and Stewart state that they: 
Acknowledge that much Hip-Hop, like earlier African American art and cultural forms 
and those of many other ethnic minority groups, has been commodified by what 
Frankfurt School theorists Max Horkheimer and Theodor Adorno called "the culture 
industry," which has distributed Hip-Hop to the masses in ways that reinforce historical 
stereotypes about African Americans by highlighting sexist, misogynistic, and nihilistic 
lyrics and images. (193) 
This reinforced stereotype not only discredits the art form of Street Dance but also forms 
a continuous cycle of neglect in reference to the inclusion of Hip-Hop as a formal technique. 
Educational courses and research opportunities about Hip-Hop culture are often difficult to come 
by. As a result, many educators either have limited knowledge of it or they have little interest to 
research and study the style.  
It is disturbingly ironic that the nation that produced Hip-Hop culture has the least respect 
for it; meanwhile, the United Nations and individual countries are crossing the bridge that 
the global Hip-Hop nation has been building for decades. Nations are using Hip-Hop to 
see, hear, understand, serve, and, ultimately, be transformed for the better by their 
brilliant and powerful young people. (Morgan and Bennett 191)  
This toolkit can engage educators with the history, technical terminology, current 
literacy, integration methods and a multitude of other additional resources that will enhance their 
knowledge of Hip-Hop dance. In the blog post ​Miseducation of Hip-Hop Dance ​hosted on the 
National Dance Education Organization website​, ​María Daniel, Creator of the Hip-Hop Dance 
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Experience Class and Founder of iDance Ministry, states that “Hip-Hop dance programs must 
have a comprehensive curriculum with Standards that demonstrates a commitment to quality arts 
education.” One of the more important elements of the design and structure was to format it in a 
manner that is equitable to a high-quality curriculum structure. She also states that “Any quality 
Hip-Hop dance instruction must include authentic content and context in addition to proper 
training in technique and style.” Daniel considers the following criteria to be of critical 
importance: 
1. History of the Hip-Hop Culture, beyond the 4 elements of Hip-Hop (DJing,            
MCing, Breakdancing, and Graffiti) 
2. History and Evolution of Hip-Hop Dance 
3. Hip-Hop Dance Terminology 
4. Lessons on Musicality and Rhythm in Hip-Hop Dance 
5. Fundamental Hip-Hop Dance Movement, by category 
6. Categories of Hip-Hop Dance Styles, including sub-styles and techniques 
7. Visual and Media Aids 
8. Introduction to the Art of Freestyle and Expression 
9. Opportunities for Dance Performance 
10. The Art of Battling 
11. What is Hip-Hop and What is Not 
12. Hip-Hop's influence on world culture, and specifically on the dance field 
This outline incorporates the most important factors of Hip-Hop dance and gives a definitive 
context to what the genre entails. The components utilized within the Street Dance Toolkit are 
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based on Daniel’s criteria. Throughout this research it became evident that each of the twelve 

















































CHAPTER II  
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Hip-Hop Culture 101 
As the culture has evolved, Hip-Hop is now described as composed of five elements: 
MCing, DJing, Graffiti, B​boying, and Knowledge. Knowledge would include the social aspect of 
the culture.  
Since its emergence in the South Bronx and throughout the northeast during the early and 
mid-1970s, Hip-Hop has encompassed not just a musical genre, but also a style of dress, 
dialect and language, way of looking at the world, and an aesthetic that reflects the 
sensibilities of a large population of youth. (Alridge and Stewart 190)  
Hip-Hop intellectuals often include knowledge as an element to reaffirm the notion that Hip-Hop 
isn't simply a genre of music, but that it is a way that people identify themselves: 
Hip-Hop knowledge refers to the aesthetic, social, intellectual, and political identities, 
beliefs, behaviors, and values produced and embraced by its members, who generally 
think of Hip-Hop as an identity, a worldview, and a way of life. Thus, across the world, 
Hip-Hop "heads" (or "headz") - as members of Hip-Hop culture describe themselves - 
frequently proclaim, "I am Hip-Hop."(Morgan and Bennett 177) 
The common factor included in each of the five Hip-Hop elements is artistic expression. 
From poetry to painting, Hip-Hop has been an outlet for the ghetto communities to be able to 
express and not suppress many issues. Access paths such as open mics, newsletters, and other 
literacy outlets allowed individuals to take the emotional pain from their heart to hard copy. 
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These forms of exposure allowed the social issues to travel to the ears of the unaware through an 
avenue that was different from protests. Buildings that were covered in graffiti were surfaced 
with symbolism that conveyed the struggles and phraseology of those within that community. 
Although individuals who are not familiar with the culture may see this art form as vandalism 
and “damage” to “property” of society, it is still considered a valid expression of Hip-Hop 
culture.  
Hip-Hop evolved from the cultural experiences of blacks and minorities in the American 
society. It continues to empower and inspire individuals from various socioeconomic 
backgrounds to find creative outlets:  
Global Hip-Hop has emerged as a culture that encourages and integrates innovative 
practices of artistic expression, knowledge production, social identification, and political 
mobilization. In these respects, it transcends and contests conventional constructions of 
identity, race, nation, community, aesthetics, and knowledge. (Morgan and Bennett 177)  
Hip-Hop dance is more than a popular aesthetic. Hip-Hop has created movements that influence 
stylistic expression, social and political statements, performing arts, and even commercialized 
productions. The culture of Hip-Hop has expanded around the world and can be seen in the 
streets of nearly every country.  
The artistic achievements of Hip-Hop represent, by themselves, a remarkable 
contribution to world culture. However, the Hip-Hop nation has not just made art; it has 
made art with the vision and message of changing worlds - locally, nationally, and 




Why is Street Dance Important?  
Preserving Culture: Combating  
Whitewashing 
 
Western culture is a compilation of cultures that may, unfortunately, be altered due to the 
individuals who are partaking in the practices of those cultures. In the article “Rebalancing 
Dance Curricula Through Repurposing Black Dance Aesthetics” author Ayo Walker states, “The 
present culture of dance in higher education represents a monocultural paradigm by 
over-privileging whiteness via an ethnocentric perspective” (Walker 38). The article tackles the 
harsh reality that dance education is systematically whitewashed. Being that Hip-Hop comes 
from an Afro-Latin root makes it less significant than its European counterparts Ballet and 
Modern. In the documentary titled ​History and Concept of Hip-Hop Dance: The Street Culture 
That Became a Global Expression, ​directed by Moncell Durden, Rennie Harris, Professor of 
Hip-Hop Dance, states: 
You know, every time that you have a foreign culture, adopt another culture and then 
dominate what that culture is, or define it, it's gonna change the perspective for people 
who don't know about the culture. It’s always, what's going to happen. Because they 
don't-- there's a, uhm, there's always a missing link. And the missing link is you are not 
from that culture.  
When viewing pop culture references that define Hip-Hop, it is easy to identify the 
stereotypical images that are associated with Hip-Hop. Stereotypes such as thugs, gold chains, 
twerking, and vulgar speech has become the headline of Hip-Hop culture over the years. 
Magazine covers often showcase an edgy and dangerous perspective of Hip-Hop culture. In 
Figure 2.1 a group called the Hot Boys are wearing street fashion but also are showcasing their 
gold chains while giving a tough facial expression for the photographer in ​The Source​ magazine, 
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the longest-running rap periodical that was founded as a newsletter in 1988 (Kemp). Another 
notable image can be found in Figure 2.2, also from a cover of ​The Source​ magazine, in which 
Dr.Dre holds a gun to his head, an image that was controversial during that time period and still 
is to this day. 
 









In current commercialized productions and marketed dancewear styles, Hip-Hop has 
been altered to appease the majority of white viewers and can be condensed to images such as 
dancers with crop tops, leggings, flannel shirts tied at the hip, and combat boots. The attire is 
made to appear more approachable or appealing to an audience that does not relate to the culture 
of Hip-Hop. In Figure 2.3 a dancer is shown wearing a black crop top and pants with an attached 
faux shirt.  
She also is wearing combat boots and can be found on the dance costume website under 
Hip-Hop dance costume  (Discountdance.com). Figure 2.4 shows an image of a youth Hip-Hop 
performance that is featured on the Omaha School of Music in Dance website. The photo is the 
header for their blog entry titled “TALK THE TALK AND WALK THE WALK: Hip-Hop 
TERMINOLOGY,” a short list of terms that they utilize in their studio.  
 





Figure 2.4: Omaha School of Music and Dance Blog 
www.omahaschoolofmusicanddance.com/our-blog/talk-talk-walk-walk-Hip-Hop-terminology/.  
 
The commercialized movements practiced within studios are seldomly freestyled and are 
highly stylized to specific phrases and choreographic structures. This is an inauthentic approach 
to the exploration of Hip-Hop culture and creates a limited perspective for both the studio 
owners and students of the Hip-Hop dance classes that are offered. The discrepancy of what 
many dance studios label Hip-Hop and what the actual culture and history of Hip-Hop is defined 
as creates a false sense of knowledge for the dancers involved.  
In many collegiate dance programs Modern and Ballet are considered the core techniques 
and other genres such as African, Jazz, and Hip-Hop are considered elective courses. For 
example, at The Juilliard School, students majoring in dance are required to take a total of 149 
credits with Modern and Ballet as the primary focus of the curriculum. They also offer five 
levels of Ballet and three levels of Ballet technique. Foundations of Hip-Hop is available but is 
only required once and then is offered again as an elective (Juilliard.edu).  
In addition to Bachelor of Arts tracks, students enrolling in Dance Education Master’s 
programs at universities, such as New York University, will be required to take core classes, 
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such as “History, Culture, and Pedagogy of Early American Modern Dance,” and may chose a 
guided elective that includes West African Dance, Hip-Hop Dance culture, Jazz Dance technique 
and other various genres. These classes can be found in the Curriculum: MA, Teaching Dance, 
Grades K-12, Initial Certification when reviewing the details of the degree (Steinhardt.nyu.edu). 
There are very few universities that have an option for students to take advantage of 
learning Hip-Hop. Columbia College Chicago offers a Hip-Hop studies minor in which:  
The goal of the Hip-Hop Studies Minor is to bring this community together. As a minor, 
you’ll deepen your understanding of Hip-Hop history, theory, and practice and enhance 
your ability to interact ethically and responsibly with Hip-Hop culture. You’ll also begin 
setting the stage for your career by developing creative work with your peers and 
professionals in the community. You’ll make your own connections through internships, 
volunteer opportunities, and collaboration with community organizations. (Colum.edu) 
Hip-Hop Symposiums also allow students to collaborate with faculty and their peers. The 
students “attend lectures, workshops, jams, and seminars about Hip-Hop history, culture, ethics, 
and practice, both on and off campus,” allowing for an in-depth experience with the culture 
(Colum.edu).  
The University of Southern California - Glorya Kaufman School of dance offers a 
Hip-Hop, Street and Social Dance Forms Minor, describing it as follows:  
The Hip-Hop, Street and Social Dance Forms Minor delves into the historical, social and 
aesthetic issues of dance in contemporary settings. It explores the foundations and 
structures of Hip-Hop, street and social dances, and addresses issues of art, race and 





As a requirement of this minor, students take a course titled ​Hip-Hop Don’t Stop: Exploring 
Black Vernacular Dance​ that is the “Introduction to the history and practice of Urban Folk 
Dance including Hip-Hop, freestyle, street dance and the relevant social dances of the 20th 
century” (​“Hip-Hop, Street and Social Dance Forms Minor”​). Students also choose eight units 
worth of extracurricular courses that include a wide selection of dance studies.  
The systematic structure of Eurocentric education has a trickle-down effect into the 
practices of K-12 public dance education. The issue cannot be solved by a simple overview of 
the K-12 dance curriculum; the issues start from the top.  
To suppress the contributions of black dance aesthetics to American dancing by 
restricting their place in the majoritarian discourse of those aesthetics within dance 
curricula in higher education is conventional. The absence of substantive knowledge of 
African and black American dance traditions in the dance discipline is among the many 
reasons for their current lack of recognition. (Walker 36) 
The academic model within dance education was not formalized to be inclusive of all genres. 
Walker states,  
This Eurocentric conventional dance pedagogy approach is foundational to the US 
education system’s historical model of “monocultural single-system courses that are 
requiring students of all ethnicities to imagine that the essential insights into human 
thought, labor, imagination, and care can all be found in the study of Caucasian people.” 
That is the problem that must be addressed. (38) 
This issue gives weight to the notion that there is a miseducation of Hip-Hop. Instead of having 
the opportunity to receive a strong foundational knowledge of Hip-Hop, dance education 
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students are given a glimpse of the culture through a voluntary elective as though Hip-Hop is not 
a formalized concert style dance genre. Scholarly resources about Hip-Hop are minimal in 
comparison to the european genres which could also have an effect on its solidarity in higher 
education.  
Courses on Hip-Hop, books, essays and other studied accounts of the genre are being 
generated by a pioneering cadre of scholars. And while many people see that as notable, 
there's not yet widespread belief that academe has completely warmed to the idea of 
Hip-Hop as scholarship. (Evelyn 29)  
Teaching Street Dance 
Movement Methods 
In the 2009 DVD recording of ​History and Concept of Hip-Hop Dance, ​dance historian 
and ethnographer Moncell Durden states,​ ​“In order to teach Hip-Hop you have to teach the 
foundation of it.” He exemplifies four core bounces that he believes to be foundational 
movements of Hip-Hop. The four bounces are: the Deep Bounce, the Boxers Bounce, the March, 
and the Step Bounce. You can visualize any of these foundational movements in a multitude of 
Hip-Hop performances.  
Street dance not only encompasses the basic bounce steps, it also includes other forms 
such as Breakdance, Popping, Turfing, Locking, and Krumping (a huge debate). For the purpose 
of this study, the researcher will only address Breakdance foundations, the elements of Hip-Hop, 
battle culture, and the social dance influences of street movement. Hip-Hop movement can be 
inclusive of all levels of dancers, as “it gives you a way to illuminate personal and cultural 
dynamics of ethnicity and diversity while also providing you with a vast and powerful repertoire 





In dance vocabulary certain words can mean a very specific movement or they can be 
transferred to mean a similar movement across a multitude of genres. A Pas De Bourrée in Ballet 
has the same physical movement pattern as Hip-Hop, but the movement practices and foundation 
are opposite:  
Hip-Hop dance does not use movement practices from modern, ballet, or Broadway- or 
Hollywood-style jazz dance. Rather, like African, authentic jazz, and other 
African-diasporic dance forms (such as Afro-Cuban, Brazilian, and Hatian), Hip-Hop 
employs a curved spine, bent knees, and an orientation to the earth (Durden, “​Beginning 
Hip-Hop”​ 2).  
 The vernacular used while teaching Hip-Hop can be literal and does not require extensive 
study to understand and embrace. Words such as polyrhythm, isolation, groove, freestyle, and 
syncopation are extremely important within the art form itself, but do not correlate to a specific 
Hip-Hop movement. Instead instructions such as drop, pop, spin, and hit are more common to be 
heard when engaged in Hip-Hop courses. Even song titles, movies, cities, cartoon characters, or 
social dance moves that were popularized by music artists can be considered common cues when 
initiating a specific movement.  
For example, the Running Man is a popular dance movement from the 1980s and even 
reinvented itself in the 2000s. The original Running Man, “became popular after the appearance 
of the 1987 movie ​The Running Man​, starring Arnold Schwarzenegger” (Durden, “​Beginning 
Hip-Hop”​ 55). As technology progressed the internet made trends easily accessible and the past 
was upcycling itself. “The Jersey Running Man, officially named the One Leg Get Back, was 
created by James “Ani” Brow, a teenager in Newark, New Jersey,” and was essentially the 
original movement in reverse (Durden, “​Beginning Hip-Hop”​ 66).  
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Being that the vernacular evolved as the culture evolved, some of the common 
terminology within Hip-Hop dance can mean different things to the various generations within 
the culture. At this moment in time, it does not have a standard glossary, nor is there a core 
guideline of vocabulary that an individual can access. Hip-Hop has not been “codified” as Ballet 
was in the 16​th​ century.  
Building Curriculum  
Effective Curriculum Design  
In general, an education curriculum can be seen as something that is restricting.  
We may have come to think of curriculum as synonymous with standards, or something 
that resides in policy manuals stored in a central office, rather than as an ongoing 
dynamic process. We may think of it as narrow rather than complex, technical rather than 
organic, or mundane rather than inspiring and creative. (Previts and Bauer 1)  
In order for curriculum to be effective and push beyond simple measures, it is necessary to build 
relationships with students and allow for their choice and inclusion of ideas for the content 
taught.  
Having access to learn in depth information about a particular topic is not enough for a 
holistic learning approach. “Our work should help students to uncover relevance in content, 
encourage students to connect with concepts, work with students to investigate the unknown, and 
help students to discover insights” (Previts and Bauer 1). Educators must explore topics that are 
relevant to the students that serve in addition to the things that are traditionally taught. In the 
book, ​We Got This: Equity Access, and the Quest to Be Who Our Students Need Us to Be,​ author 




He states:  
“Fortunately for us, children choose to learn for the same intrinsic reasons that adults can 
choose to learn. I choose to learn something because it:  
● Can help me to solve a problem that feels very real to me 
● Gives me greater freedom in my life as I live it right now 
● Creates and opportunity for me to do something that I want to do soon 
● Feels like a worthy challenge--to me  
● Helps me to do something good for people that I care about  
● Connects me to people that I want to know  
● Is fun or cool (as I define it)  
● Allows me to survive something or someone that threatens my well-being. (19) 
Being that Hip-Hop was founded by minorities in poverty stricken areas, the art form can 
be tainted in the educational realm. As “stereotypes abound in our work” (Minor 106), in order to 
create a formalized curriculum for Hip-Hop that eliminates those negative viewpoints is to be 
selective and intentional.  
Arts Integration  
All students do not learn the same and educators must account for that when creating 
lesson plans, therefore lesson plans must be differentiated to create an equitable learning 
environment.  “To make sure you are reaching all the students in your class, it is best to teach all 
the learning styles during a single lesson when possible” (Minton 4). This is critical when 
integrating other academic topics into a dance curriculum. It is one thing to simply teach a dance 
technique or a specific genre of dance experientially, but it is another to be able to indulge in a 
deeper understanding of the art form using educational theories. Dance creates a physical 
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connection to the mental connection of educational practices and “When students perform 
movements related to concepts and ideas, learning becomes more personal and concrete” 















The General Perspective 
This chapter explains the methods used to complete this study. It should be noted that, 
due to the global pandemic of Covid-19, alternative interview methods were utilized in order to 
complete the study and create a safe environment for both the participants and researcher. The 
study spanned seven months due to the initial impact of Covid-19 and statewide closures. 
Student perspectives were not utilized in this study and the overall focus was on the educators’ 
analysis of the toolkit.  
To prepare for this study the researcher created a suggestive timeline and reviewed it with 
her advisor to determine a plan of action. The researcher also obtained approval from the 
University of Northern Colorado Institutional Review Board (IRB). With the guidelines 
presented, the researcher submitted a thesis narrative, interview questions, pre/post surveys, and 
consent form templates in relation to this study to the IRB. The researcher was approved to 
conduct the study on December 04, 2019.  
The Research Context  
This research took place virtually, which encouraged the researcher and participants to 
utilize their technological skills. The research methodologies used for this study were qualitative. 
Interviews were conducted via telephone and recorded using the ios application, Garageband, 
and then transcribed from speech to text. Scheduling the interviews was based on the artists’ 
availability. Information received from the Hip-Hop artist interviews were transformed into an 
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interactive digital toolkit for the educators to thoroughly analyze and give feedback. Pre- and 
post-surveys were administered through a google form that the dance educators could access at 
their leisure through their preferred devices. Working remotely allowed the researcher to analyze 
data instantaneously. Participants were sent complimentary reminders via email throughout the 
process to keep this study on track towards completion.  
The Research Participants  
The participants of this study included both female and male individuals. The Hip-Hop 
artist participants selected to be interviewed had a minimum of five years of experience within 
the culture and also included an OG, which in slang terms can be defined by someone who is 
incredibly exceptional in the Hip-Hop community, who shared their knowledge of the topic 
(Dictionary.com). Of the interviewees, four of the Hip-Hop artists were male and only one 
Hip-Hop artist was female. The dance educator participants involved were individuals who 
served both K-12 and University level students. The school demographics encompassed a broad 
range of communities varying from Title 1, and Arts magnet schools, to Public suburban school 
settings. There were a total of nine dance educators who completed the study: two male and 
seven female. It is important to note the diversity of genders among participants, as inclusivity 
and community is an important part of the Hip-Hop culture.  
Instruments Used in  
Data Collection 
The researcher utilized google forms to gather feedback on the content and structure of 
the toolkit. Participants were given an infographic with links to the appropriate materials and 
surveys for the study. Prior to collecting feedback on the toolkit, the researcher interviewed five 
Hip-Hop artists via telephone to create the content that the educators reviewed before completing 
the survey.  
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Performing Artist Interview 
The Hip-Hop performing artist interview questions were created to help curate the 
toolkit. The researcher developed a questionnaire that included questions about the History of 
Hip-Hop and the artists’ individual artistic journeys. Table 1 provides the full list of questions.  
Table 1: Performing Artist Interview Questions 
 
Performing Artist Interview Questions: 
 
 
 The term "Street Dance" is used in this research study to describe dance styles that were 
cultivated within Hip-Hop culture and were performed in unconventional spaces in relation to a 
typical dance studio. 
 
Can you tell me about your movement background? 
How and where did you learn about the culture of Hip-Hop dance? 
How long have you been dancing within the genre of Hip-Hop? 
What styles would you consider to be included in the family of Hip-Hop? 
What do you know about the History of Hip-Hop dance culture? 
What is Hip-Hop culture? 
Should we include Street dance within school curriculums? Why or why not?  
Where do you see Hip-Hop dance in 10 years? 
What would you consider to be Hip-Hop or Street Dance Terminology? 
Would you categorize Hip-Hop dance as urban or world dance?  
How do you feel when you are performing Street Dance/Hip-Hop movements? 
How do you feel when you are performing Street Dance/Hip-Hop movements? 
What are your top 5 Hip-Hop jams? 
Who are your top 5 Street Dance Artists? 
If you could describe Hip-Hop in one word, what would it be? 
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Educator Pre-Survey  
The Educator Pre-Survey was an electronic questionnaire produced through google forms 
to analyze the participants’ baselines of knowledge related to Hip-Hop culture and Street Dance. 
The survey allowed the researcher to determine the grade level and school demographic that each 
educator served. The survey also included open ended, informative, and scale based questions. 
The answer choices were inclusive of the participants’ own personal experiences with Hip-Hop 
culture, and determined if they actually taught Hip-Hop in their current curriculum (Appendix 
B). 
Educator Post-Survey  
The educator post survey was also an electronic survey produced through google forms 
that included open ended, informative, and scale based questions. The answer choices were 
based upon each educator’s analysis of the toolkit, their overall thought process of the 
layout/content of the toolkit, and their opinion of whether or not it enhanced their knowledge of 
the subject (Appendix B). 
Due to the impact of Covid-19 on education systems and the transition to remote 
learning, educators based their answers on their analysis of the toolkit and not the impact of the 
toolkit with student participation.  
Designing the Toolkit  
In order to design the toolkit, the researcher carefully reviewed the Hip-Hop performing 
artist interviews in conjunction with national dance standards and prior knowledge of the genre. 
The first step the researcher took was to identify how to organize the information received from 
the interviews. The researcher used an online tool called Canva and selected a prefabricated 
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template to generate a soft copy presentation of the toolkit. This allowed the toolkit to be sent 
digitally to the participants without shipment complications.  
Organization and Style  
The table of contents included the purpose, a quick start statement, Hip-Hop 101, specific 
vocabulary and terminology, lesson plan outlines, worksheets, video resources, a music playlist, 
thank you statements, the researcher’s contact info, and a link to the post-survey for the 
educators (Appendix C, D, and E). The graphic design of the toolkit was inspired by the 
Hip-Hop element of Graffiti with a color palette that reflected the energy of the culture in a neon 
pink, bright yellow, ocean blue, and concrete textured backdrops. The cover of the toolkit in 
Figure 3.1 is a literal depiction of the title of the study, “From the Concrete to the Classroom: A 
Street Dance Toolkit (A Curriculum Guide)” which showcases a concrete flooring on the left and 
a picture of the researchers classroom on the right. The title is in a graffiti-style font and is 
framed with a dripping paint border. All images and icons were royalty free or personal designs 
of the researcher.  
 




Purpose, Quick Start, Hip-Hop 101, 
and Vocabulary 
The purpose section of the toolkit matched the purpose statement of this study, which 
was to analyze the ways in which access to an extended curriculum can be used to expand a 
dance educator’s knowledge of Street Dance as a formal technique in dance. Little research in 
the way of successfully and appropriately incorporating the study of Hip-Hop culture into public 
education dance curriculum has been done. Many readily available resources are not considered 
academic, standards based, or developed through research studies. The benefit of this research is 
the ability to generate a curriculum guide specific to the genre of Hip-Hop dance. Another 
benefit is that the educator participants incorporating this toolkit were able to enhance their 
pedagogy and normalize Hip-Hop as a formal, academic discipline of dance technique. 
It was included to let the participants understand why the study was taking place and the 
essential questions that were being utilized. The quick start guide explained to the participants 
the most effective way to get the most out of the toolkit. The researcher explained that the toolkit 
operated under a "Freedom in a Framework" philosophy, which meant that the participants could 
mold the lesson plan frames in a way that worked best for them and their students. It also 
explained that there were clickable links in the lesson plan frames that went directly to the 
resource that they would need.  
The Hip-Hop 101 section was a quick fact, visual page that showcased the five elements 
of Hip-Hop depicted as a puzzle and a brief description of when Hip-Hop originated, where it 
originated, and the definition of Hip-Hop. As a resource for the educators, a two page glossary 
was provided that was composed of common terminology that is used with the Hip-Hop culture 




Lesson Plan Outlines  
The researcher created four lesson plan outlines for the educators to utilize. Each lesson 
plan included a title, an objective, National Teaching Standards examples, activity tasks, a 
Bloom's Taxonomy outcome list, and essential questions. The National Teaching standards come 
from the National Coalition for Core Arts Standards (2014) National Core Arts Standards in the 
Dance Discipline. The standards used in this toolkit are listed below. Table 2  
 
Table 2: National Core Arts Standards   
   
 
Creating:  DA:Cr2.1.2 Improvise a dance phrase 
with a beginning, a middle that has a main 
idea, and a clear end. 
Performing:  DA:Pr4.1.K Demonstrate tempo contrasts 
with movements that match to tempo of 
sound stimuli. 
 
DA:Pr6.1.5 Demonstrate the ability to 
adapt dance to alternative performance 
venues by modifying spacing and 
movements to the performance space. 
Responding:  DA:Re8.1.III Analyze and interpret how 
the elements of dance, execution of dance 
movement principles, and context 
contribute to artistic expression across 
different genres, styles, or cultural 
movement practices. Use genre specific 
dance terminology. 
Connecting:  DA:Cn11.1.3 Find a relationship between 
movement in a dance from a culture, 
society, or community and the culture 
from which the dance is derived. Explain 
what the movements communicate about 
key aspects of the culture, society, or 
community. 
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The activity tasks were designed as a checklist and included shortcut links to the 
worksheets that would be needed for each particular lesson plan, and they followed a five part 
flow that included: a warm up, a historical perspective, relative vocabulary, student exploration, 
and an ending discussion or cypher. The researcher included the essential questions as suggestive 
additives for the educators; they were not exclusive to the lesson plan outline and could be 
utilized in any of the lessons. 
Lesson 1: Intro to Hip-Hop 
Lesson One’s objective was to dive into the historical foundation of Hip-Hop culture. The 
students would learn about the five elements and important terminology that guided the structure 
of class. 





The activity task list started with a warm up that the educator had the flexibility to create 
on their own. After the warm-up, the students were given a historical lesson on Hip-Hop culture 
from resources curated in the Education category of The Kennedy Center online. The educator 
had the freedom to select as much content as needed that worked within their particular time 
 
Remember: The Elements of Hip-Hop culture 
Understand: How the culture of Hip-Hop developed 
Apply: The knowledge of Hip-Hop culture to the 
practice of Hip-Hop dance 
Analyze: The body in space 
Evaluate: The mechanics of Hip-Hop Culture with 
the body in space  
Create: A phrase using the elements of dance  
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frame. Students would then engage with a 3-2-1 worksheet that asked them the following: three 
things that they learned, two facts that they remember from the presentation, one question that 
they may have. This worksheet is valuable in the process of the curriculum guide as it can help 
the educator curate fun and interactive lessons beyond the toolkit for the students personal 
growth.  
Once the students have a grasp on the elements of Hip-Hop they are placed in groups to 
create a presentation of their choice. The educator may choose to give individual groups a 
specific element, or the students can be challenged to create a presentation using all five 
elements. Once the groups have presented, the class will have a cypher that can allow them to 
express what Hip-Hop movements they may already know. A cypher is where a circle of dancers 
take turns dancing in the center, the dance is normally a freestyle in which the dancers improvise 
their movements on the spot. Once the students have the chance to participate in the cypher, 
students would sit in the form of the circle and discuss the lesson for that day. This gives an 
opportunity for the educator to better understand what the students are absorbing or answer any 
questions that students may have. As a way to track data in the dance classroom, students are 
given an exit ticket to fill out before they leave the class. The Exit ticket contains one question 
that asks the students to identify the five elements of Hip-Hop.  
Lesson 2: Breakdancing 
The objective for this lesson was to teach the students the history and foundational 
movements of breakdancing. Starting with Toprocks, students are able to build a repertoire of 










The activity task list included the same outline from the previous lesson: Warm Up, 
History, Activity, Cypher, Pow Wow. The historical resource for this lesson was a video from 
Red Bull VC One, titled “The Origins of Breaking Culture - Breaking the Beat: In the Bronx.” 
The video includes an overview of the history featuring the legendary Alien Ness, President of 
the Mighty Zulu Kingz, a very influential Bboy in Hip-Hop culture. Once the students have an 
idea of how breaking came to be they will learn two fundamental skills of breakdance: toprocks 
and 6 steps. The toolkit has interactive links for the educator to utilize if they are unfamiliar 
with these skills. The educator also has the choice to pair up the students and allow them to 
work with each other and practice, or if the students are advanced they can move on to 
choreographing independent phrases.  
 
 
Remember: Mechanics of a 6 step and toprocks. 
Understand: Historical information about 
breakdancing. Weight shifting in the body 
and balance. 
Apply: The methods of balancing to create a 
breaking phrase. 
Analyze: The body in space 
Evaluate: The mechanics of breaking with the body 
in space. 
Create: A breaking phrase using the steps 
fundamentals. 
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Lesson 3: Battles 
The objective for this lesson was to teach the students about cypher presence and 
battle/performance qualities.  





This lesson follows the same activity task format as Lesson 1 and Lesson 2. After the 
warm up, students learn the basic rules of a dance battle and how to prepare for one. Once they 
are familiar with the structure, students will be able to participate in an activity the researcher 
calls “wildstyle freestyle.” In this activity the educator will play various genres of music and the 
students will adjust their movement to the stylist choice of the song selection. For example, if the 
song is from the genre of jazz the students would showcase any jazz dance moves they may 
know, and if the song is a Hip-Hop track, they would utilize their knowledge of Hip-Hop 
movements. This activity allows the students to be confident in their choices and makes it easier 
for them to feel prepared to participate in friendly classroom dance battles.  
 
 
Remember: The basics of battles. 
Understand: The mechanisms of a battle. 
 
Apply: Various movement styles to cultivate a 
freestyle. 
 
Analyze: The body in space.  
Evaluate: Opponents energy and self awareness. 
Create: A sense of confidence during battles and a 
signature flow of movement. 
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Lesson 4: Social Dance  
The objective for this lesson was to teach the students the history of African- American 
Social dance.  





The lesson follows the same activity task outline as the previous lessons. After the 
warmup, students will watch a Ted Ed video, titled “The history of African-American social 
dance,” from Camille A. Brown. After the lesson students will fill out a social dance worksheet 
that allows them to list as many social dances that they may know on a bubble map. The 
Educator may use the additional resources located on the Ted Ed page that correlates with the 
video to continue the discussion. The main activity for this lesson is a game the researcher calls 
“Creation Station.” The students are then asked to create their own social dance to present to the 
class. To conclude the class session, students will be able to engage in “break it down time” in 
which they are able to dance as a community and fellowship together through movement.  
 
Remember: The history of Social dance. 
Understand: The influence of Social dance. 
Apply: Various movement styles to showcase 
Social dance. 
 
Analyze: The body in space and its relationship to 
others. 
 
Evaluate: The creation of Social dances and where 
they come from. 
 
Create: A new Social dance.  
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Worksheets  
The researcher included five printable arts integrated worksheets that were designed in 
Canva for the educators to use in conjunction with the lesson plans. These worksheets were 
based on the previous knowledge of the researcher and common worksheet structures in 
elementary education. The works sheets were usable across all grade levels K-12.  
The 3-2-1 worksheet was based on the KWL concept of what the students already know, 
want to know, and what they have learned.The social dance graphic organizer was a bubble map 
that allows students to fill in a chart with social dances they already knew. The Hip-Hop quote of 
the day was a journal exercise in which students would select one quote from a pre-selected list 
and write what they thought it meant. The quotes included: "Hip-Hop Culture is American 
Culture," "Hip-Hop Dance is Folk Dance," "Hip-Hop is not a dance style, It's a lifestyle," 
"Hip-Hop is Community," and "Hip-Hop is World Dance" (Appendix E). 
The researcher also included a vocabulary worksheet that could be used for any of the 
words in the Hip-Hop vocabulary list. The worksheet had three components for the students to 
complete. First the student had to define the word given. The students then had to come up with 
an artistic drawing of that word. Lastly the students would have to be able to use the word in a 
sentence. The last attachment was the Exit ticket template that was used for the Hip-Hop 101 
lesson, but could also be reworked to fit the other lessons (Appendix E).  
Video Resources and Music Playlist 
All of the video resources included in the toolkit were accessible through the YouTube 
platform and were inclusive of tutorials, full length documentaries, and education based sources. 
The music playlist was curated from the interview results of the Hip-Hop artist participants. The 
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researcher advised the educators utilizing the toolkit to fully listen to each track before selecting. 
It was also noted that they could use alternative instrumental covers of the songs listed.  
Data Analysis  
The data was analyzed in a four step process. First the researcher analyzed the data from 
the educator pre-survey to determine the needs and wants of the educators who would 
incorporate the toolkit. This allowed the researcher the ability to tailor the toolkit in a fashion 
that could cover all of the demographics that the educators may serve. 
Secondly the researcher hosted interviews for the Hip-Hop artists via telephone and 
recorded the audio through Garageband. The audio was then transcribed from voice to text and 
the researcher took notes for each question asked on a digital notepad. Once all five of the 
interviews were completed the researcher re-examined each interview to find commonalities and 
themes. The researcher compared prior knowledge, the responses from the interviews, and 
literary resources to compose the final information that was to be included in the toolkit.  
The third step involved the researcher organizing the data into applications that helped 
create an interactive flipbook for the toolkit. Once the researcher found a user friendly template 
on Canva.com, the researcher carefully reviewed and organized the data that would be used. 
Themes amongst the data created inspiration for the overall design of the toolkit.  
Lastly the researcher sent out the final toolkit design and received feedback from the 
educators. The researcher carefully reviewed each submission from the post survey to understand 
the pros and cons of the toolkit.  
Summary of the Methodology  
In this chapter the researcher discussed the methods used to create and analyze the 
Hip-Hop toolkit. This study used electronic pre- and post-surveys in conjunction with telephone 
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interviews to conduct the study. Qualitative and quantitative analysis was used to understand the 




























CHAPTER IV  
DISCUSSION 
In this chapter the researcher will review the details of the data collected throughout the 
study. There were a total of nine educators who completed the entire process of participation 
including the pre- and post-survey, as well as implementing the toolkit. There were five Hip-Hop 
artists who were interviewed to help formulate the content for the toolkit.  
Pre-Survey Data  
The results from the pre-survey showed that the educators who participated in the study 
served within a variety of demographics. Two of the educators served a Title 1 community, one 
taught at the university level, one instructed at both a public school and competition studio 
setting, two served in suburban high schools, and three served at independent/charter/IB schools. 
The specific grade levels that the educators taught can be shown in Figure 4.1 below.  
 
Figure 4.1 Grade Levels taught by Participants. 
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The researcher asked the educators if they taught Street Dance as a part of their 
curriculum and the results can be seen in Figure 4.2. 
 
Figure 4.2 Percentages of Participants who teach Street Dance 
When asked the follow up question, why do they teach street dance or why do they not 
teach street dance, many of the educators who answered yes followed with statements that 
included the words: try, attempt, short, or new edition. Some educators noticed the importance of 
the inclusion of the genre but did not emphasize a true understanding. Only two educators were 
confident in their knowledge of Hip-Hop within their responses. One educator noted that, “I 
teach street dance because our style deserves just as big a platform as "respected" styles in the 
industry.” The other confident educator stated, “Street Dance is a part of dance culture. As an 
educator I feel that I should introduce ALL dance forms to my students.” 
The educators who said that they do not teach street dance as a part of their curriculum 
used key statements like: “I don’t know,” “I have not felt knowledgeable,” and “very little 
knowledge and experience.” One educator stated that, “I do not know how to do any street 
dance, and would not have a clue about how to teach it in a way that honors my own integrity 
and the integrity of the form, its tradition, culture and artists.” It is important to note that this 
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educator is aware of their personal perspective and the perspective of the community that they 
serve.  
One alarming response was that three of the six educators who teach street dance in their 
classroom only teach on the subject for one unit, which could range between 5 to 10 days out of 
the entire school year. When asked what styles within Hip-Hop the educators covered, the 
majority of them stated that the students were able to explore Grooves, Popping, Locking, 
House, Krump, and beginning Breaking.  
The educators were also asked how they incorporated the Hip-Hop dance culture into 
their curriculum. Five of the educators taught Hip-Hop themselves, one of them brought in a 
guest artist to cover the content, while the remaining three did not teach it at all. The researcher 
asked a series of questions to gain a deeper understanding of the educators pedagogy. The results 





Figure 4.3 Skill and Knowledge of the Instructor  
The chart shows the imbalance of Hip-Hop skills and knowledge within these specific 
classroom environments. Some of the educators felt incompetent to teach Street dance and were 
not excited to teach it, but they saw value in it as a performing artist. One educator stated, “​I 
attempt to teach some street dance, although I have very little knowledge or experience. I include 
street dance as a part of my curriculum because I think it is an important genre of dance for 
students to know about and understand as a part of an overview of dance in general. It also is a 
dance genre that my students have an interest in and is engaging for them.​” Very few of the 
educators were trained within the genre and stated that they did not have access to Hip-Hop 
dance culture resources. Those who enjoyed street dance were excited to teach it and were 
inclusive of all genres within their curriculum.  
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When asked what knowledge they wished to gain, common themes were to develop a 
deeper insight and provide concrete resources. An educator stated, “I am open to gaining a 
deeper insight into the rich culture of street dance and showing my students more ways in which 
they can gain an appreciation for this art form, the people who dance it, and experience it for 
themselves in a beautiful and informative way.” The theme in their responses was authenticity. 
The educators were seeking historical and cultural resources so that they could effectively teach 
the genre. Finally, the educators were asked why they were participating in the study. Figure 4.4 
shows that most teachers were looking to receive resources to enhance their pedagogy and to 
gain personal knowledge of Hip-Hop dance culture. Two of the educators added additional 
statements, one being that this study is much needed for the dance community and society. The 
second statement was that the educator saw a lot of value in this study. 
 
Figure 4.4 Why did the Participants agree to Participate  
Hip-Hop Artist Interviews  
For the Hip-Hop artist interviews the researcher asked fourteen questions to five 
individuals to help collect information about Hip-Hop culture. (See Appendix B) The data 
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includes their personal connection to Hip-Hop culture, their opinion of whether or not it should 
be formalized for public school education, and resources that they would encourage others to 
study in order to become knowledgeable about the genre.  
It was unanimous in the interviews that Hip-Hop is composed of the five elements DJ, 
MC, Breaking, Graffiti, and Knowledge. Another common perception was that Hip-Hop is ​“not a 
style it’s a lifestyle” (Artist 1). The artists made consistent statements that backed the idea that 
this wasn’t a form of dance that you just learn to perform without a deeper understanding of the 
culture.  
Artist 2, a higher education Hip-Hop and Modern dance movement artist, noted that 
Hip-Hop should be “considered American culture in reference to the way it is perceived in 
academia. They believe that it should be taught in the school system because it is Our culture 
(American culture) and the freedom it possesses. Hip-Hop is the extension of who you are.”  
Artist 3, an “OG” in Hip-Hop culture, spoke deeper on the insight of those who may be 
opposed to sharing the information in a public setting. He spoke about learning the culture 
through independent research and articles saying “Hip-Hop is a fairly young art form. The 
pioneers are still living.” This is still considered a conflicting topic because it is unclear who 
started the movement, and those who are recognized as pioneers may have different perspectives 
on how it began.  
Artist 4 wanted to acknowledge the importance of the overall journey of Hip-Hop. He 
stated that there are foundations and skills that need to be learned before passing it on to others, 
but we must recognize that it has been and will continue to evolve over time. Which led to a 
discussion of the way Hip-Hop can sometimes be labeled as urban dance. “Nothing is urban 
dance. It was created to take the space away from Hip-Hop...We know you mean black and 
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brown people (in relation to the term urban). People need to stop dancing to Hip-Hop music with 
no Hip-Hop foundations.” A common theme amongst the artist participant responses was that the 
foundations of Hip-Hop are of great importance.  
Artist 5 made a statement that aligned with the overall purpose of the research, stating 
that in order to make sure Hip-Hop is a part of dance curriculum, we must “...bridge the gap. 
Open the gate and let them explore (Hip-Hop) themselves.” In response to the question: If you 
could describe Hip-Hop in one word, what would it be? The responses included: Community, 
Resilient, Melting-pot, Lively, and Breathtaking.  
Toolkit Feedback  
The results from the toolkit evaluation showed that the toolkit did increase the knowledge 
of the educators. Figure 4.5 shows the increase of knowledge for each educator after analyzing 
the toolkit.  
 
Figure 4.5: Contribution to Learning  
All of the educators stated that they would continue to use the toolkit in the future. See 




Figure 4.6: Would the Educator continue to use this toolkit in the future?  
The Educators who did not have a lot of experience within Hip-Hop culture suggested 
that the toolkit provide more details as some of the concepts were not something they felt 
confident in teaching without additional explanation. One of the educators stated:  
I am aware that there aren't many reliable academic resources (Written) on Street Dance 
culture, if you were to find more potential sources (written) whether it be articles or entire 
books (as they become available in the future) for educators and performers to study in 
their own time to advance their knowledge and increase their appreciation for this 
curriculum, and the culture itself, that would be the one thing I believe could make the 
toolkit stronger. 
This highlights the need for more research on this topic in academia. In addition to more details 
and resources, the educators suggested videos that specifically explained how to teach the lesson 
plan outlines. They wanted the researcher to “​Make a video tape of you walking us through 
choreographing, and walking us through cypher and powwow once... accompany us all the 




I greatly enjoyed navigating this toolkit. The design itself was reflective of the beauty and 
innovation that comes with street dance culture, as well as the organization of the 
curriculum. I appreciated the layout of the outline of lesson plans, and all of the graphic 
organizers implemented within the lessons. I find that I can be very flexible in how I 
implement the framework of this study into the classroom, and can create numerous 
projects for student growth in the classroom and the community around this. I found the 
video resources and links to articles within the lesson plans to be very valuable. I can 
transfer this information into informative powerpoints and use it for quizzes and projects 




















CHAPTER V  
CONCLUSION 
As stated previously, the purpose of this study was to analyze the ways in which access to 
an extended curriculum based on Hip-Hop culture can be used to expand a dance educator’s 
knowledge of Street Dance as a formal technique in a public school setting. The following 
questions were used to guide the study:  
Q1 By which methods can Hip-Hop culture become a part of the Public School K-12 
Arts Education practices?  
 
Q2 What are some outlines, requirements, and structures for creating an extended 
curriculum?  
 
Q3 Can a Street Dance Toolkit enhance the pedagogy of an educator when teaching 
within the genre of Hip-Hop? 
 
This chapter revisits the research questions, reviews the outcomes of the study, and gives 
recommendation for the further researcher of this topic.  
Implications of the Study 
The toolkit had a positive effect in showcasing the need for a Hip-Hop curriculum for 
dance educators. It also showed that through this research educators were able to increase their 
knowledge of the genre and were able to utilize the resources given for their own practice. It is 
also noted that a specific Hip-Hop warmup and additional assessment tools are needed for this 
toolkit. A participant stated, “I would find more assessment tools other than the exit ticket useful. 
I would also benefit from some direction on the warm-up aspect of the lessons. I appreciated the 
additional resource links toward the end of the toolkit.” The educators that lacked knowledge of 
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genre wanted additional resources such as video tutorials of the vocabulary words since they 
were unfamiliar with the terminology.  
In this study all of the participants saw a need to teach Hip-Hop as a part of their overall 
dance curriculum. The participants also stated that they would continue to use the resources from 
this research in their future courses.  
Limitations of the Study 
Due to the impact of Covid -19 and the uncertainty of education, the researcher had to 
constantly seek out educators to be part of the study. Many educators during this time frame 
were overwhelmed with the abrupt transition to remote learning and reminder emails had to be 
sent out weekly in order to obtain data. In addition to transitioning to remote learning, many 
cities were shut down and put under curfew. This caused all interviews to be conducted over the 
phone rather than in person.  
Recommendations for Further Research 
Being that the lesson plans were unable to be utilized in an active classroom, it is 
suggested that the toolkit be used with students engaged in the lesson plans presented. This 
would require the toolkit to be used with student participation. Since the researcher was only able 
to obtain feedback based on the educator's analysis of the toolkit it would be beneficial to have 
the toolkit analyzed by other curriculum creators in relation to dance. It may be of interest to do 
this study with a specific group of educators who may not teach a diverse group of students. 
Further study would also be suggested as the History of Hip-Hop is ever changing and the 
developments of the culture should be updated overtime. The researcher also notes the 
conflicting perspectives of the Hip-Hop culture being notated in the world of academia, so 




In conclusion, the researcher believes that this first step in creating a Hip-Hop toolkit 
guide was effective in helping educators become more knowledgeable about Hip-Hop culture 
and dance. It is possible to help formalize the characteristics of Hip-Hop dance in a way that can 
be taught in public school education. The researcher also notes that the elements needed in a 
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